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HOW THE NCAA WORKS:

Division I
When people think about college sports, they
most often think about Division I. Its teams are
usually the ones broadcast on television, they
have the highest profile, and they are frequently
When people think about
subjected to public scrutiny.

Rule-making starts with the schools and athletics conferences that belong to Division I. If an athletics director
wants to change recruiting legislation, for example, the idea
could be introduced through the committee structure.

An individual
conference can introduce
an idea as legislation.
Those proposals are reviewed by
Division I committees, but
regardless of their feedback,
the Division I Council votes
on all conference-sponsored
legislation.
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Made up of 32 presidents
and chancellors
representing each
conference, it is the
primary advisory body to
the board.

The Board of Directors is the top governing body for Division I, responsible for strategy and policy
and overseeing legislation and management of the division.
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DIVISION I COUNCIL

including three student-athletes from
each conference, vote on proposals.

AUTONOMY
The ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12
and SEC have autonomy to make
rules in specified areas such as
meals and nutrition and athletics
personnel.
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15 schools + 3 students
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80
Total votes

Two ways to
pass legislation:

+

Majority vote within
60%
3 of 5 conferences. of overall votes

or
Majority vote within
4 of 5 conferences.

+ Majority of

overall votes
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